The board of education has appointed a committee composed of the superintendent and other designated personnel for the purpose of developing and maintaining the district's emergency plans. A crisis plan will be developed by local officials and the Safe School Committee to provide guidance for those responsible for the safety of students and property.

A minimum of 10 safety drill activities per year will be planned and implemented by the superintendent, the fire marshal, or other civil authorities, to ensure orderly movement of students to the safest available space(s) should an emergency occur. Whenever drills occur, all individuals on campus will fully participate in the drills. The following drills will be conducted each school year:

- Security (4 drills per year at different times of day; 1 drill within the first 15 days of the start of each semester and 1 other drill per semester)
- Fire (1 drill within the first 15 days of the start of each semester)
- Tornado (1 drill in September and 1 drill in March)
- Other drills such as security, fire, tornado, terrorism, suicide, weapons, etc. (2 drills per year)

The superintendent will maintain communication with other community agencies in order to share information on preparedness and planned procedures. It is the responsibility of the superintendent to ensure that the schools work in cooperation with these other agencies during such emergencies. Building principals are responsible for documenting each of the safety drills which are conducted and filing a copy of the documentation at the school site, with the district's administrative office, and with the Oklahoma School Security Institute.

Emergency preparedness will be discussed with teachers and students at least once per semester or as deemed necessary by the building administration. Each classroom shall post a copy of rules, evacuation signals, evacuation routes and emergency procedures. Teachers will discuss these procedures with each class using the room during the first day(s) of the school year.

All teachers and staff members shall make themselves familiar with safety procedures. During an actual emergency or a safety drill, teachers are responsible for following all procedures, including ensuring that doors and windows are closed appropriately, electrical circuits and gas jets are turned off, order is maintained, and all students are either accounted for or promptly reported missing to the building principal.

In the case of building evacuations, all meeting areas will be at least 50 feet away from buildings and driveways.